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[1] or to work by Fulk [2] or Fulk and Quinn [3]. For
recent applications of SPH see Monaghan [4] or LiberskyIn this paper, the smoothed particle hydrodynamics (SPH) kernel

is analyzed, resulting in measures of merit for one-dimensional SPH. et al. [5].
Various methods of obtaining an objective measure of the quality To some extent it should not matter what kernel is used
and accuracy of the SPH kernel are addressed. Since the kernel is in SPH as long as basic requirements are met. This is
the key element in the SPH methodology, this should be of primary

especially true in the limit as h (the kernel smoothingconcern to any user of SPH. The results of this work are two mea-
length) and Dx (the interparticle spacing) become small.sures of merit, one for smooth data and one near shocks. The mea-

sure of merit for smooth data is shown to be quite accurate and a But when they are not small, as is common in practice, the
useful delineator of better and poorer kernels. The measure of merit choice of kernel can drastically change the computational
for non-smooth data is not quite as accurate, but results indicate results. Hence, the choice of kernel is a key decision before
the kernel is much less important for these types of problems. In performing any calculation using SPH. This paper provides
addition to the theory, 20 kernels are analyzed using the measure

an objective means of separating better from poorer ker-of merit demonstrating the general usefulness of the measure of
nels. The properties we require for an SPH kernel in thismerit and the individual kernels. In general, it was decided that bell-

shaped kernels perform better than other shapes. Q 1996 Academic paper are that it is even, normalized, and has compact
Press, Inc. support.

In performing the analysis we also consider 20 SPH
kernels. Some of them were obtained from the published

1. INTRODUCTION literature for SPH (such as Wood [6] and Monaghan [7])
and unpublished literature (such as Morris [8]). But, mostIn this paper we analyze the key element in the smoothed
of the kernels were created for this analysis. The kernelsparticle hydrodynamics (SPH) method, the SPH kernel.
can be divided into four categories based on the generalThe overall goals are twofold. First, to propose and develop
shape of the kernel: bell shaped, parabolic shaped, hyper-a measure of merit for evaluating kernels in one dimen-
bolic shaped, or double hump. A sample for each of thesesional SPH. Second, to apply this measure to 20 different
kernel shapes and its derivatives is shown in Fig. 1. Thekernels (several of which are proposed here for the first
bell shaped kernels resemble a normal or Gaussian curve.time) providing an insight into the use of these kernels
The parabolic shaped kernels resemble a downward open-in SPH.
ing parabola. The hyperbolic shaped kernels resemble theThe numerical technique known as (SPH) is a gridless,
negative exponential function (a hyperbolic function). Thepure Lagrangian method for solving the Euler equations
double hump kernels are bell kernels that were modifiedof gas dynamics. The basic form of the SPH derivative
to have two local maxima.equation in one dimension is

The 20 kernels considered in this paper are shown in
Table I. In the table, the ‘‘Type’’ column is either: B—bell
shaped; P—parabolic shaped; H—hyperbolic shaped; orf 9(xi) P ON

j51

mj

rj
f (xj)W 9(xi 2 xj , h), (1)

D—double hump shaped. Also in the table, ‘‘cn’’ is the
normalization constant for one dimension (1D). These ker-
nels all meet the minimum requirements for an SPH kernelwhere x is the particle position, m is the mass, r is the

density, h is the smoothing length of the SPH kernel, and and are of the form W(x, h) 5 (1/h)K(x/h) 5 (cn/h)K (x/
h), where cn is the normalization constant. Consequently,W is the kernel (weighting or smoothing function). The

subscripts identify the particle and the derivative on the the functions K(u) and K (u) are the same, except that
K(u) is normalized and K (u) is not. Note: K (u) is shownkernel is with respect to xi . The kernel is assumed to have

compact support, so the sum is over only neighboring parti- in Table I. These kernels are also all defined to be zero
for uuu . 2. Additional kernels with support (k) greatercles. Some background in SPH is assumed in this paper.

Readers are referred to a recent overview by Monaghan than 2 are discussed in Section 4.
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166 FULK AND QUINN

FIG. 1. General shapes of kernels studied.

This paper contains four parts. In Section 2 a measure is obtained from the Taylor remainder term. Note the
second derivative term vanishes because the kernel is even.of merit from the error arising in consistency analysis is

developed. In Section 3 a measure of merit based on lower The Taylor series produces a remainder f -(j) which de-
pends on the variable of integration and xi ; hence we useorder polynomials under uniform space conditions is pro-

posed and developed. In Section 4 work similar to Sections the function ji(u) [ V in the error term. The second step,
known as the particle approximation, can be arrived at2 and 3 is performed for kernels with larger compact sup-

port and so-called higher order kernels. In Section 5 a from several points of view. Regardless, it must be some
form of a quadrature rule. We elected to use a compositemeasure of merit for kernels near a discontinuity is pro-

posed and developed. rectangular rule argument in Fulk [2] or Fulk and Quinn
[3],

2. ACCURACY FROM CONSISTENCY ANALYSIS

ON
j51

Exj11

xj

F(x) dx 5 ON
j51
F(xj11 2 xj)F(xj)As shown in Fulk [2] or Fulk and Quinn [3], SPH is

developed in a two-step approach. The first step, known as
the kernel approximation, uses the Taylor series expansion

1
1
2

(xj11 2 xj)2F(jj)G .

f 9(x) 5 f 9(xi) 1 (x 2 xi) f 0(xi) 1
(x 2 xi)2

2
f -(j(x, xi))

This obtains

to obtain f 9(xi) 5 ON
j51

Dxj f (xj)W 9(xi 2 xj , h)

(4)
f 9(xi) 5 E

V
f 9(x)W(xi 2 x, h) dx 1 Ek( f, xi), (2) 1 Er( f, xi) 1 Ek( f, xi),

where the error term from the second step iswhere the error term

Er( f, xi) 5
1
2 O

N

j51
F(xj11 2 xj)2 1 (xj 2 x

j21
)2

2 G
(5)

Ek( f, xi) 5
1
2
E

V
u2W(2u, h) f -(ji(u)) du (3)
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TABLE I

One-Dimensional Kernels Analyzed

No. Name Type K (u) 1D cn

1 W4 B-spline B
1 2

3
2

u2 1
3
4

uuu3 if 0 # uuu # 1
2
31

4
(2 2 uuu)3 if 1 # uuu # 2

2 Cosine B
3f2

8(f2 1 3)S1 2
u2

4 D S1 1 cos Sfu
2 DD

3 k 2 2 Gaussian B e22.25u2

2 e29 0.846657
4 L Gaussian B (2 2 uuu)e2u2

0.392674

5 Q Gaussian B 0.643998S1 2
u2

4 D e2u2

6 T Gaussian B e2u2

2 e24 0.591401
7 Quartic-1 B (2 1 3uuu)(2 2 uuu)3 0.0390625
8 Quartic-2 B 16 2 8uuu3 1 3u4 0.0260417
9 k 2 2 Exponential H e24.5 uu u 2 e29 2.250555

10 1/X,2 H 7.337061
1

2 1 uuu
1

uuu 2 6
16

11 1/X,4 H 30.163694
1

4 1 uuu
1

uuu 2 8
36

12 1/X,10 H 283.12551
1

10 1 uuu
1

uuu 2 14
144

13 2X 2 H 0.375
1
2

(uuu 2 2)2

14 2x 2 e2x P 2 2 uuu 2 e2uu u 1 e22 0.355617
15 4 2 X 2 P 4 2 u2 0.09375
16 8 2 X 3 P 8 2 uuu3 0.041667

17 Double B-spline D 2.0
u2 2

3
2

u4 1
3
4

uuu5 if 0 # uuu # 1

1
4

u2 (2 2 uuu)3 if 1 # uuu # 2

18 Double Q Gauss D 1.769794u2 S1 2
u2

4 D e2u2

19 Double T Gauss D u2(e2u2

2 e24) 1.337315
20 Double Q-1 D u2(2 1 3uuu)(2 2 uuu)3 0.102539

[ f (zj)W 9(xi 2 zj , h)]9. max
j[V

u f -(j)u
2

Ek

0
u2K(u) du. (6)

The variable zj is a point in the interval that is specified
by the error analysis. Note: most of this paper assumes a When comparing different kernels, the function f will have

the same value in Eq. (6), so we only need to use theuniform spacing of points, which would actually make the
error more like a trapezoid rule. However, we have kept integral to differentiate between the kernels. For any given

kernel function, a lower value from the integral shouldthe lower order error term here to be compatible with the
background papers and the order of the Ek term. The indicate a better kernel approximation. It would be desir-

able if this implied that the final SPH approximation isnotation Dx in Eq. (4) is used instead of the more standard
SPH use of m/r shown in Eq. (1). This is a notational also better for lower values of the integral. Unfortunately,

this is not always true. The values for the integral for theconvenience and for uniform spacing (assumed later) the
interparticle spacing and field volume in 1D should be 20 kernels are shown in Table II.

The data in this table indicate that the hyperbolic shapedthe same.
The first thought for a measure of merit is to consider (H) and bell shaped (B) kernels are, for the most part, the

better ones and the parabolic shaped (P) and double humpbounds on the error terms derived in the consistency analy-
sis. From Eq. (3), for a sufficiently smooth function, f (x), (D) are poorer. However, there are some exceptions.

Based on work shown later in this paper, this result holdsthe Ek( f, xi) term can be bounded by
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TABLE II that will form the foundation of a measure of merit for
SPH kernels. Start by defining the following:Kernel Integral Analysis

No. Name Type EK

0
u2K(u) du f 9i P ON

j51
Dxj fjW 9ij

1 W4 B-spline B 0.16667
2 Cosine B 0.206123 xi 5 a 1 i Dxi , Dxi 5 Dx
3 k 2 2 Gaussian B 0.110833

xij 5 xi 2 xj 5 a 1 i Dx 2 a 2 j Dx 5 (i 2 j) Dx4 L Gaussian B 0.153629
5 Q Gaussian B 0.181942
6 T Gaussian B 0.221115 W 9ij 5

1
h2 K9 Sxij

hD5
1
h2 K9 S(i 2 j)

Dx
h D5

1
h2 K9ij .7 Quartic-1 B 0.190476

8 Quartic-2 B 0.31746
9 k 2 2 Exponential H 0.0483464 Note that we are using Dx instead of the more standard

10 1/X,2 H 0.165735 m/r for the SPH approximation. Although this is a restric-11 1/X,4 H 0.179783
tion, under the assumptions of this section, it should not12 1/X,10 H 0.190883
affect the results. Now consider particle i [ (1, N) such13 2X 2 H 0.2

14 2x 2 e2x P 0.372537 that xi 2 x1 . kh and xN 2 xi . kh. Then examine functions
15 4 2 X 2 P 0.4 that are constant, linear, and quadratic under the assump-
16 8 2 X 3 P 0.44444 tions here to find a basic relationship.17 Double B-spline D 0.45
18 Double Q Gauss D 0.501864 (a) Assume f is constant: f 5 c ⇒ f 9 5 0. Since K is
19 Double T Gauss D 0.59324 symmetric (even), K9 is odd. This then yields
20 Double Q-1 D 0.5

0 P ON
j51

Dxj fjW 9
ij 5

c Dx
h2 ON

j51
K9 S(i 2 j)

Dx
h D

(7)only in a limited sense. The reason this indicator does not
5

c Dx
h2 K9(0).work as well as desired is because it is evaluating only

part of the SPH process, the kernel approximation. It says
nothing about the particle approximation and its error Therefore, K9(0) must equal zero to model the derivative
Er( f, xi). Also, it is a measure of the central peakness of of a constant function exactly (under the above assump-
the kernel. That is, the smaller the value, the larger the tions on K).
peak is at 0. If the error from the particle approximation (b) Assume f is linear: f 5 cx ⇒ f 9 5 c. Also assume
is quite small (as in the case when Dx/h ! h , 1), then that K9(0) is zero, so that a constant function is exact and
this indicator would appear more correct. Hence, as oN

j51 K9ij 5 0. Expand f (xj) in a Taylor series about xi to
Dx/h R 0, the integral results would determine the better obtain
kernels to use. But for more sparsely spaced particles,
which occurs in practice, a smaller value of the integral

c P ON
j51

Dxj fjW 9ij 5 ON
j51

Dxj( fi 2 xij f 9i )W 9ijcould quite easily indicate that not enough smoothing is
being done because the kernel is too peaked. So at best,
the integral results are only one overall indicator of the

5
Dx
h2 ON

j51
c(xi 2 xij)K9 S(i 2 j)

Dx
h Dquality of a kernel.

It would be desirable then to add a term from the error
term given in Eq. (5). However, we see that this equation

5
cxi Dx

h2 ON
j51

K9ij 2
c Dx
h2 ON

j51
xijK9ijdoes not allow us to easily remove the function f or its

derivative from the analysis. This would seem to apply that
the function being evaluated can affect the accuracy as 5 c FDx

h2 ON
j51

(xj 2 xi)K9ijG5 c FDx
h2 ON

j51
( j 2 i) Dx K9ijG .

well as the kernel. Hence, this error term is not analyzed
further here, but specific cases are considered in the

Therefore this results innext section.

3. UNIFORM SPACE, SMOOTH DATA ANALYSIS 1 P ON
j51

( j 2 i) SDx
h D2

K9 S(i 2 j)
Dx
h D

(8)In this section, functions that are fairly smooth (i.e.,
no shocks present) are considered and the particles are 5 22 Oy

l51
l SDx

h D2

K9 Sl
Dx
h D .

required to be uniformly spaced. The result is an equation
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FIG. 2. Result 1 plots.

The last sum is obtained by taking l 5 i 2 j and noting
1 P 22 Oy

l51
l SDx

h D2

K9 Sl
Dx
h D .that the compact support allows us to sum to y, K9(u) is

odd so 2uK9(u) is even, and K9(0) 5 0 so only positive
This shows that the same equation that guarantees exactindices are used. It is fairly easy to see that no function
equality for linear functions also guarantees exact equalitysatisfies Eq. (8) for all values of Dx/h.
for quadratic functions. However, this relationship does(c) Assume f is quadratic: f 5 cx2 1 dx 1 e ⇒ f 9 5
not seem to hold exactly for even higher order polynomials.2cx 1 d. Also assume that K9(0) is again zero. As in part

Therefore, no matter what kernel is selected it will not(b), expand f (xj) in a Taylor series about xi to obtain
satisfy Eq. (8) for some (probably most) values of Dx/h.
By choosing a particular Dx/h, it is possible to find which
kernels satisfy the equation or vice versa. This is very useful2cxi 1 d P ON

j51
Dxj(cx2

i 1 dxi 1 e 1 2cxixji 1 dxji 1 cx2
ji)W 9ij

in selecting the initial particle separation for a given kernel.
But this one point does not provide a sufficient indication

5
(cx2

i 1 dxi 1 e) Dx
h2 ON

j51
K9ij 1

c Dx
h2 ON

j51
x2

ijK9ij of what happens after the particles move. However, if an
interval of Dx/h values is studied, the quality of the kernel
as particles move can be inferred. Of course, this is not

2
(2cxi 1 d) Dx

h2 ON
j51

xijK9ij . exactly the same as in an actual calculation since when
particles move the uniform spacing is lost. However, we
will verify the results for calculations later in this section.

The first term vanishes as before and since K9ij is odd and It should be noted that Meglicki [9] derived a similar
x2

ij is even the second term also vanishes to yield result to Eq. (8) for smoothed particle magnetohydrody-
namics using a completely different method.

(2cxi 1 d) P 2(2cxi 1 d)
Dx
h2 ON

j51
(xi 2 xj)K9ij . 3.1. Result 1: Plots of Merit Equation

The first result is a set of plots from which qualitative
results may be obtained. For each kernel, plotThus using the same substitutions as before,
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TABLE III list of approximate values where each kernel provides exact
results can be obtained. These are good initial particle sepa-Relative Error Norms for Kernel Result 2
ration values and can be found precisely using a math pro-

No. Name Type M1 M2 gram such as Mathematica or MathCAD. Third, a better
understanding as to what happens when the particle separa-

1 W4 B-spline B 0.0128797 0.0201059 tion becomes too large. For almost every kernel, the results
2 Cosine B 0.0284004 0.0451499

start becoming quite poor when Dx 5 h. Of course, for most3 k 2 2 Gaussian B 0.0901453 0.16566
of the kernels, the results are completely wrong when the4 L Gaussian B 0.0604716 0.0843238

5 Q Gaussian B 0.0119989 0.0192021 separation approaches kh since nothing is being averaged
6 T Gaussian B 0.0320381 0.0405489 there. It was shown by Swegle et al. [10] and Fulk [2] that
7 Quartic-1 B 0.0196585 0.0305967 there are stability problems with SPH in tension. Tension,
8 Quartic-2 B 0.0887839 0.125373

of course, tends to force particles apart, so the tension insta-9 k 2 2 Exponential H 0.512015 0.569665
bility is worsened by the fact that the SPH approximation10 1/X,2 H 0.12708 0.156575

11 1/X,4 H 0.103547 0.130743 becomes very poor when particles are too sparsely spaced.
12 1/X,10 H 0.0893328 0.115851 This result points out that the instability and inaccuracy can
13 2X 2 H 0.0802408 0.107258 get intermixed, so that it may be difficult to determine which
14 2x 2 e2x P 0.24071 0.293757

is the root of a particular problem.15 4 2 X 2 P 0.291355 0.356247
16 8 2 X 3 P 0.383839 0.471477
17 Double B-spline D 0.174244 0.335343 3.2. Result 2: Error Norms
18 Double Q Gauss D 0.135502 0.219316

Although the output of Result 1 provides good qualita-19 Double T Gauss D 0.274792 0.343851
20 Double Q-1 D 0.193422 0.289148 tive results, it is desirable to obtain quantitative results as

well. To do this, perform relative error norms based on
Eq. (8). In this subsection both l1 and l2 relative error
norms are calculated for 100 values of (Dx/h) [ [0.2, 1.2].
These are labeled as M1 and M2 as they are the proposedf1 SDx

h D5 22 Oy
l51

l SDx
h D2

K9 Sl
Dx
h D measures of merit for the quality of a kernel. The formulas

for these are
f2 SDx

h D5 1.

M1 5S 1
100D O100

n51
U22Oy

l51
lS0.2 1

n
100D2

K9SlS0.2 1
n

100DD2 1U
Four such plots for the range (Dx/h) [ [0.1, 2.0] are

(9)shown in Fig. 2. Note: for kernels that are undefined at
K9(0), such as hyperbolic, we assign the average value of
0 (K9(0) 5 0) and continue with the analysis. M2 5!S 1

100DO100

n51
F22Oy

l51
lS0.21

n
100D2

K9SlS0.21
n

100DD21G2

.
Although the plot for each kernel function is unique, the

(10)four shown in Fig. 2 are fairly representative of their respec-
tive shape categories. From these plots three observations
may be made: First, an overall opinion as to which kernels ly norms can also be calculated, but they are easily inferred

from the previous plots. The interval [0.2, 1.2] can be ar-are better than others. We are looking for how close f1 is to
1 and when it is not, how far from 1 does f1 migrate. Second, a gued as being arbitrary. However, it was chosen as follows:

FIG. 3. Verification test functions.
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FIG. 4. Bar chart for verification l1 data.

all of the kernels are very accurate for sufficiently small using fixed h than one using variable h. If for a particular
problem more information is available on the ranges ofvalues of Dx/h, but seldom does one have the computer

resources to compute with that many particles. Also, all Dx, h, or the ratio of the two other more appropriate
intervals can be easily used. Other information can comeof the kernels perform poorly when the values become too

large, and that might improperly skew the measure of from the physical process being modeled. We encourage
readers to modify the range of Dx/h in Eqs. (9) and (10)merit. So a reasonable range was set. Further, the range

was centered on 0.7 (a popular value) and was chosen large for their particular problems. The results for the 20 kernels
being studied here are shown in Table III.enough to apply to fixed h problems. The ratio Dx/h is

more likely to vary over a wider range in a calculation A few general comments can be made regarding the

FIG. 5. Bar chart for verification l2 data.
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TABLE IV data in Table III. First, the six best kernels are all bell
shaped (B), the next six are either bell (B) or hyperbolicInitial Particle Spacing for Calculations
(H) shaped. The parabolic (P) and double hump (D)

No. Name Type Dx/h nph shaped kernels performed the poorest. We expected the
double humped kernels to perform better than they did.

1 W4 B-spline B 0.689898 1.44949 However, after further investigation, since they have a
2 Cosine B 0.673815 1.484087

shape that changes more often, more particles are required3 k 2 2 Gaussian B 0.666667 1.5
to accurately reflect those changes. Since the number of4 L Gaussian B 0.666667 1.5

5 Q Gaussian B 0.739626 1.352035 particles was the same for all kernels, they do not perform
6 T Gaussian B 0.769779 1.299073 as well. Second, although some shapes are in general better
7 Quartic-1 B 0.685996 1.457735 and others poorer, vigilance is required in selecting a ker-
8 Quartic-2 B 0.733263 1.363767

nel. Third, these measures of merit are macro-measures.9 k 2 2 Exponential H 0.666667 1.5
That is, they are useful in identifying groupings of better10 1/X,2 H 0.757363 1.320144

11 1/X,4 H 0.777197 1.286486 and poorer kernels, but care must be given not to try and
12 1/X,10 H 0.791098 1.264131 use a measure of merit to decide among the kernels of any
13 2X 2 H 0.799783 1.250274 one of the groupings.
14 2x 2 e2x P 0.807503 1.238386
15 4 2 X 2 P 0.81096 1.233106

3.3. Verification16 8 2 X 3 P 0.816495 1.224747
17 Double B-spline B 0.698011 1.432642

Although Results 1 and 2 have a theoretical basis, they18 Double Q Gauss B 0.751723 1.330277
are only guaranteed to show a kernel’s worth for polyno-19 Double T Gauss B 0.787407 1.269991

20 Double Q1 B 0.688891 1.451608 mial functions up to quadratic. However, we propose the
21 Gaussian B 1.00316 .996849 measures of merit shown under Result 2 can be used for
22 Exponential H 3.0 0.333333 any function. If h is small enough (and Dx also small) this
23 Super Gaussian B 1.0 1.00

is certainly true (any smooth function is nearly linear if24 Enhanced B-spl B 0.753059 1.327917
a small enough interval in considered). To support this
proposal, we use two verification tests: first, a static test of
the SPH derivative; second, a test using actual SPH calcula-
tions.

FIG. 6. Riemann shock tube, fixed h, density, l1 data.
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FIG. 7. Riemann shock tube, fixed h, velocity, l2 data.

3.3.1. Static Verification • a sine function: sin(fx) on [0, 3f]

To verify the measures of merit given in Eqs. (9) and Plots of these two functions and their corresponding
(10) apply to other more general functions, two test func- derivatives are shown in Fig. 3. l1 and l2 , relative error
tions are used. These are norms, are calculated for a given Dx/h as follows: f is the

function to be evaluated and S is the SPH approximation• a third order polynomial: (x3 2 6x2 1 2x 1 18)/18
on [0, 6]; to f 9,

FIG. 8. Riemann shock tube, variable h, density, l1 data.
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FIG. 9. HSTC, fixed h, density, l1 data.

cubic, [xo , xmax] 5 [0, 6] and for the sine function, [xo ,
l1 SDx

h D5
oN

i50 u f 9(xi) 2 S(xi)u

oN
i50 u f 9(xi)u xmax] 5 [0, 3f]. To obtain a single number for each kernel,

100 values of Dx/h are used to calculate an average (abso-
lute or square) of the l1 and l2 errors described above. The

l2 SDx
h D5

ÏoN
i50 ( f 9(xi) 2 S(xi))2

ÏoN
i50 ( f 9(xi))2

, ranges chosen are h [ [0.1, 0.2] and Dx [ [0.02, 0.24],
implying Dx/h [ [0.2, 1.2] (the same as for the measures
of merit). The formulas for these arewhere N 5 (xmax 2 xo)/Dx and xi 5 xo 1 i Dx. For the

FIG. 10. HSTC, variable h, density, l1 data.
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TABLE V

Additional Kernels

Name K (u) k 1D cn

Gaussian e2u2

3
1

Ïf

Exponential e2uu u 2 e29 9 0.500618

Super-Gaussian 3
1

f1/2S3
2

2 u2D e2u2

Enhanced B-spline 2
1
18517 2

147
4

u2 1
18
4

uuu3 if 0 # uuu # 1

1
4

(2 2 uuu)2(49 2 47uuu) if 1 # uuu # 2

SPH equations applied to the equations of gas dynamics
kl1l 5 O100

n50
S 1

101D Ul1 S0.2 1
n

100DU (11) (see Monaghan [1]). These are

• Hydrodynamic smooth test case (HSTC). This test
has velocity constant everywhere and density constant ex-kl2l 5 !O100

n50
S 1

101D Fl2 S0.2 1
n

100DG2

. (12)
cept for a Gaussian shaped perturbation in a small area.
Energy is set to 1/r which makes pressure constant every-

The results are displayed as bar charts shown in Figs. 4 where under the ideal gas law equation of state. The ana-
and 5. In these figures, the line with small boxes is the lytic solution to this problem after a given time has all the
predicted goodness from the measure of merit (Eqs. (9) field values the same as the initial conditions, simply moved
and (10)) and the bars are for the functions described in to the right (or left) by velocity*time.
Eqs. (11) and (12). • Riemann shock tube. This is a classic test case de-

Some general conclusions can be drawn from these fig- scribed in several places, including Sod [11] and Monaghan
ures for smooth data. First, the Result 2 measure of merit and Gingold [12]. The density ratio for this test case was
(norms given in Table III) very closely match the norms 8 : 1. Although in some respects this is a shock test and
from the test functions. This implies that the error norm not a smooth data test, once artificial viscosity is added,
from Result 2 is a good measure of merit of a kernel (at discontinuities are smoothed and the results of this section
least globally) for smooth data. Second, since the data should apply.
match Result 2 so well, the same conclusions made earlier

The initial particle spacing was chosen for each kernelthat bell shaped kernels are better still applies.
as shown in Table IV. These values were calculated so that
the error from Result 1 or 2 is zero and so that there are3.3.2. Actual Calculation Verification
four particles within the support for any kernel.

To further verify the measures of merit given in equa- The tests for each kernel were performed for both fixed
tions (9) and (10) apply to actual calculations, two test and variable h configurations. Density was calculated using
cases are used. They are both performed using standard the summation form due to difficulties using the continuity

equation for these test cases. l1 and l2 relative error norms
are calculated for density, energy, velocity, and pressure
for each problem. Selected plots are shown in Figs. 6–10.TABLE VI
These represent a cross section of l1 vs l2 norms, field

Relative Error Norms for Additional Kernels Result 2
variables, and fixed vs variable h. As expected the results
match the measure of merit better for fixed h since theName Type M1 M2

measure of merit was based on a large range of Dx/h values.
Gaussian B 0.00279564 0.00621844 We note that kernels 17–20 are not shown in the test
Exponential H 0.0463731 0.0565237 cases. These are all the double-hump kernels. We had
Super-Gaussian B 0.0191325 0.0429511

difficulty getting these implemented in SPH so that theEnhanced B-spline B 0.0882854 0.129977
test cases would run to completion. There could be several
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FIG. 11. Bar chart for verification, l1 , smooth data, additional kernels.

reasons for this. However, it is our feeling that for general norms from the test cases. This implies that the error norm
from Result 2 is a good measure of merit of a kernel (atproblems, especially with rather sparse spacing of particles,

these will not prove to work very well. least globally) for actual calculations. These tests validate
our contention that these measures of merit are not simplySome general conclusions can be drawn from these fig-

ures. First, the Result 2 measure of merit (norms given by theoretical curiosities, but useful predictors of a kernel’s
relative worth. Second, since the data match Result 2 soEqs. (9) and (10) and in Table III) very closely match the

FIG. 12. Bar chart for verification, l2 , smooth data, additional kernels.
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FIG. 13. Non-smooth data example.

well, the same conclusions made earlier that bell shaped 0 5 E
V

u2W(2u, h) du.
kernels are better still applies. Several of the bell shaped
kernels performed quite well and, based on this measure

Since the kernel is assumed to be even, the next term inof merit, we would rate them all roughly equivalent.
the error analysis (involving u3) will vanish leaving the
error term proportional to an integral involving u4. Of4. OTHER COMPARISONS
course, even higher order kernels can be developed if de-
sired. The two considered here are the enhanced B-splineUp until now, only standard second-order SPH kernels
and the super-Gaussian. All four kernels are shown inwere evaluated and compared in this paper. However,
Table V.other kernels such as kernels with support greater than

Since the analysis performed in this paper so far did2 and higher order kernels also can be considered. There
not rely on the value of k (the support) or the order,are only a few kernels in the published literature with
comparisons between these kernels and those previouslysupport greater than 2. This is because they add extra
studied is easily accomplished.smoothing (average across more particles) and are less

First, the integral test (from Section 2) will result in 0efficient than using other forms. However, for complete-
for the higher order kernels, since that is the definition ofness we present two of these kernels, the Gaussian and
being higher order. This implies, when compared with thethe exponential. Although neither of these functions
results in Table II, the higher order kernels should performactually has compact support, they are treated as zero
better. However, as previously noted, the integral test isoutside of 3h and 9h, respectively. The other kernels
only relevant when Dx/h is sufficiently small. Also, theconsidered here are known as higher order kernels.
integral test for the Gaussian and exponential producesThey satisfy
values of 0.24989 and 0.979983, respectively. Since these
kernels are spread over a wider range (in some sense less
peaked), we would not expect them to perform as well as

TABLE VII the others and, indeed, they are poorer with respect to the
results in Table II.Kernel Value at 0

Second, the Result 2 norms of Section 3.2 for these four
No. Name Type K(0) S1 S2 kernels are given in Table VI. As compared with standard

kernels found in Table III, the Gaussian performs quite
1 W4 B-spline B 0.666667 0.533333 0.355556

well and the exponential slightly better than other hyper-2 Cosine B 0.575169 0.597382 0.343595
bolic shaped kernels (and even better than some bell3 k 2 2 Gaussian B 0.846553 0.407413 0.344897

4 L Gaussian B 0.785348 0.450256 0.353608 shaped). The results for the higher order kernels are ini-
5 Q Gaussian B 0.643998 0.549201 0.353685 tially somewhat surprising. The results are at best average
6 T Gaussian B 0.580569 0.593602 0.344627 for their shaped category (bell shaped). Although the re-
7 Quartic-1 B 0.625 0.5625 0.351563

sults do not make these poorer kernels to use, they do8 Quartic-2 B 0.416667 0.708333 0.295139
not have any advantages over more standard, lower order9 k 2 2 Exponential H 2.250277 20.575194 21.294346

10 1/X,2 H 0.917133 0.358007 0.328340 kernels. There are two reasons for this. First, since only
11 1/X,4 H 0.837880 0.413484 0.346450 the kernel approximation is made better by a higher order
12 1/X,10 H 0.78646 0.449478 0.353496 kernel, the number of particles must be significantly in-
13 2X 2 H 0.75 0.475 0.35625

creased before the errors in the particle approximation are14 2x 2 e2x P 0.403745 0.717379 0.289638
of the same order as the kernel approximation (Dx must15 4 2 X 2 P 0.375 0.7375 0.276563

16 8 2 X 3 P 0.33333 0.766667 0.255556 approach h3). Second, the higher order kernels have more
17 Double B-spline D 0.0 1.0 0.0 elaborate shapes than standard kernels (including regions
18 Double Q Gauss D 0.0 1.0 0.0 where they are negative). But unless enough particles are
19 Double T Gauss D 0.0 1.0 0.0

used to take advantage of that shape, it just adds more20 Double Q-1 D 0.0 1.0 0.0
noise.
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FIG. 14. Verification test functions for non-smooth data.

Last, the static verification results, corresponding to the 5. NON-SMOOTH DATA
test functions described in the previous section are again

In this section, the previous work in this paper is ex-shown in bar chart form in Figs. 11 and 12. The W4 B-
tended to areas near a shock (assuming no smoothing suchspline kernel (No. 1) is included for comparison with one
as artificial viscosity). However, the uniform spacing as-of the better standard kernels.
sumptions still remain. Consider Fig. 13 and Eq. (13):Since the Result 2 norms represent the verification re-

sults fairly well, the conclusions are the same. The Gaussian
kernel can be considered as one of the better kernels, but

f 5Hco if x # xs

c1 if x . xs .
(13)at a cost of more computation time. Overall, the higher

order kernels do not gain very much, if anything. They
have regions where they are negative and drop off fast Near the shock,
when sparsely spaced. The primary gain would be realized
if the number of particles per h was quite large (Dx/h f 9i P ON

j51
Dxj fjW 9ij 5 Dx co Os

j51
W 9ij 1 Dx c1 ON

j5s11
W 9ij .

quite small).

FIG. 15. Bar chart for verification, l1 , non-smooth data.
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FIG. 16. Bar chart for verification, l2 , non-smooth data.

Let i , s. Because W 9ij is odd, terms from i 1 1, ..., s cancel ON
i51

Dxi u f 9i u P uco 2 c1u O
i?s

Dxi Wiswith terms from 2i 2 s, ..., i 2 1, leaving

5 uco 2 c1u FON
i51

Dxi Wis 2 Dx WoG .
f 9i P Dx co O2i2s21

j51
W 9ij 1 Dx c1 ON

j5s11
W 9ij

The summation term at the end of the last equation is an
5 (co 2 c1) O2i2s21

j51
Dx W 9ij . approximation of the integral of W, which is just 1. Since

co and c1 are arbitrary and independent of the choice of
the kernel, the following is proposed as a measure of merit

The sum approximates the right tail area under the W 9 for kernels using the l1 norm for non-smooth data (S1):
curve. As i R s the sum approximates more of the tail,
approaching the area under the entire right half of the W 9

min(1 2 Dx Wo) 5 min S1 2
Dx
h

KoD . (14)curve. Note: i . s just results in the opposite (left) side of
the curve. Thus f 9

i approximately equals

The same steps can be performed to arrive at the following
as a measure of merit for kernels under the l2 norm for

f 9i P (co 2 c1) O2i2s21

j51
Dx W 9ij P (co 2 c1) Exi2(xs2xi)

x1

W 9(xi 2 j) dj
non-smooth data (S2):

5 (co 2 c1) Exs2xi

xi2x1

W 9(u)(2du) 5 (co 2 c1) Ekh

xs2xi

W 9(u) du
min[Wo(1 2 Dx Wo)] 5 min F1

h
Ko S1 2

Dx
h

KoDG . (15)
5 (co 2 c1)[W(kh) 2 W(xs 2 xi)].

The values of K(0), S1 5 1 2 0.7 p K(0), and S2 5 K(0) p

(1 2 0.7 p K(0)) for the 20 kernels are shown in TableBy the continuity and compact support properties of the
kernel, f 9i is approximately equal to (c0 2 c1)Wsi . Since VII. Note: 0.7 is used since it is an average value for

Dx/h in this study.the actual value of f 9s2 is 0, an estimate of the l1 error
norm is The data in Table VII show that the results are somewhat
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different under an l1 norm than an l2 norm. For the l1 norm, termining a set of kernels that should provide better results.
Second, 20 kernels are analyzed showing the tendency forbased on the column S1 , the hyperbolic shapes (H) perform

the best while the parabolic shapes (P) perform the worst. bell shaped kernels to outperform other shapes for SPH
in regions of smooth data. These results are validated usingIt should be noted that many of the numbers are quite

close, but not as close as for the l2 norm. From the last a hydrodynamic smooth test case and the classic Riemann
shock tube test case. Some of the lessor results are forcolumn in the table, almost all kernels delivered similar

results for the l2 norm. The parabolic shapes are slightly higher order kernels and kernels near discontinuities. For
the choices of Dx and h which lead to efficient calculationsbetter (with one exception for kernel 9), but the rest are

then roughly the same. for the standard kernels, the higher order kernels (super
Gaussian and enhanced B-spline) are shown not to beThese ideas will now be verified against a test function.

Since these results are for non-smooth data, a step function significantly better than the standard order kernels. Also,
it was shown that near discontinuities, the shape of thewas chosen such that it is linear with several jump discon-

tinuities. The function and its derivative is shown in Fig. 14. kernel is no longer a prime factor in determining accuracy.
The authors are continuing this research to determineThe step function is then used as before to verify the

results by calculating l1 and l2 norm errors. These results if the analysis here in one dimension carries over to higher
dimensions. Initial results indicate that kernels follow aand the non-smooth measures of merit are shown in the

bar charts shown in Figs. 15 and 16. The lines with small very similar pattern in higher dimensions as in one dimen-
sion. Additional future work might include new kernelsboxes represent the information above and the bars are

from the verification function. that reduce the errors shown here and paramaterizing bell
shaped kernels to reduce the error. Also new variableSome general conclusions may be drawn from these fig-

ures. First, the S1 and S2 measures of merit (data given in smoothing length formulations that restrict the growth of
Dx/h to ensure that kernel spacing does not cause inaccura-Table VII) match the norms from the test function fairly

well. The match is not as good as for smooth data, indicat- cies should be considered.
ing it may need some minor modifications. Second, based
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